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We live in an algorithmic society



CES 2018 (Reuters/Steve Marcus)







Damjanski, humans not invited 2018, online performance



What Can We Learn from Algorithms 
about Human Art and Creativity?

X Degrees of Separation The hidden paths through culture By Mario Klingemann & Simon Doury



And, What Do We Mean 
by Machines Creating Art?

Mario Klingemann . Neurography Random encounters in latent space 



The Next Rembrandt



Can technology and data bring back to 
life one of the greatest painters of all? 

time?



Algorithms assist us in matchmaking content to 
people and increasingly shift from recommendation 

to prediction and therefore decide for us



data-driven content



Algorithmic Culture



Algorithmic Culture

The ways in which computers, running 
complex mathematical formulae, engage in 
what’s often considered to be the 
traditional work of culture: the sorting, 
classifying, and hierarchizing of people, 
places, objects, and ideas.



Algorithmic Culture

The way in which algorithmic culture feeds back to 
produce new habits of thought, conduct, and 
expression that likely wouldn’t exist in its absence.

neural-style of Mona Lisa in cubist, expressionist, and impressionist form



But what part do they take in the 
artistic process itself?



How and to what extent 
has creativity already 
been transformed by 
algorithms?







Pentametron (Ranjit Bhatnagar)





MedienGruppe Bitnik/
Random Darknet Shopper





MedienGruppe Bitnik/
Random Darknet Shopper

«Can a robot, or a piece of software, be jailed if it 
commits a crime? 

Where does legal culpability lie if code is criminal by 
design or default? 

What if a robot buys drugs, weapons, or hacking 
equipment and has them sent to you, and police 
intercept the package?»

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/dec/05/software-bot-
darknet-shopping-spree-random-shopper



Jene Koogan - Cubist Mirror Fast-style-transfer on your webcam.

State of the Art





Trump Family Meets Sesame street

Chris Rodley, deepart



Flow Machines/ AI Music Making
Sony 



AI Music Creators
Magenta Project by Google



Gene Kogan and Andreas Refsgaard Doodle Tunes 2016



Deep Dream Image Generator



Deep Dream Image Generator

Google’s neural network-
generated imagery platform. A neural 
network is an artificial intelligence 
computer system made up of 
algorithms that can “learn” from large 
amounts of data collected by scientists 
and engineers. Deep Dream creates 
constantly-morphing psychedelic 
imagery that has been compared to
being on an acid trip.







Why are We Hesitant to Attribute 
Creativity to Computers?

Dream?

Nightmare?

Hallucinations?













Never-Seen-Before Images Created by AI 



Feedback Loop as Muse?



Thank you

Michael Najjar, nasdaq_80-09, from the series high altitude, 2008-2010


